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In this paper an extension is given to the original CPY! problem first solved by KELLEY 
and VVALKER (19.59) later by FULKERSOX (1961) to the Precedence Diagram network 
(PDYl). The following precedence relationships are allowed between activities: Start-to-
Start-t (SSt). Finish-to-Start-t (FSt), Start-to-Finish-t, (SFt), Finish-to-Finish-t (FFt). 
The solution of the problem is based on network flows theory. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we give an algorithm to the problem to minimize the project 
cost in precedence diagrammimg network plan. 
The introduction and solution of the CPM/cost problem first ap-
peared in KELLEY and VVALKER's paper. (KELLEY & WALKER, 1959). 
The result of KELLEY's work is an algorithm based on the dual 
algorithm of linear programming. The solution of the problem by flow al·· 
gorithm (KELLEY, 1961) can be found in FULKERSON's paper (FULKERSON, 
1961). 
The earlier versions of precedence diagramming appeared in the work 
of Roy (RoY, 1958) and FONDAHL (FONDAHL, 1961). Their concepts 
gained further notice by J. D. CRAIG in the users manual of IBM: 1440 
Project Control System (IBM 1964). 
When we developed our method we used KELLEY (KELLEY , 1961) 
and FULKERSON's (FULKERSON, 1961) results. 
In our paper we assume that the reader is at home in network flows 
the element and the basics problems of network theory such as digraph, 
maximum flow minimum cut problem, shortest and longest path through 
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a network, etc. We have no possibilities to discuss these in this present 
paper. 
2, The Model and the Solution of the Problem 
An [N, A] directed graph is given. The graph can only have one source 
and sink, and there must be a path from source (s) to sink (t) through all 
i E N. There can be more arrows between any two nodes, loops are not 
allowed. The nodes represent activities. The duration of the ith activity let 
be Ti. The activities are carried out continuously in time, splitting is not 
allowed. The arrows serve to describe the technological and organizational 
relations between activities. 
Between any two activities the following precedence relations are 
allowed: Start-to-Start-Zij (SSZij); Finish-to-Start-zij (FSZij); Finish-to-
Finish-Zij (FFzij); Start-to-Finish-zij (SFZij). 
These relations give the minimal allowable distance between the be-
ginning (finishing) of i activity and the beginning (finishing) of j activity. 
SSZir means that at least Zij or more lag time has to be between the 
beginning of i and the beginning of j activity. 
FSz ij - means that at least Zij or more lag time has to be between the 
finishing of i and the beginning of j activity. 
SFzir means that at least Zij or more lag time has to be between the 
beginning of i and the finishing of j activity. 
means that at least Zij or more lag time has to be between the 
finishing of i and the finishing of j activity. 
We call the above mentioned precedence relations as minimal relations 
as stands the ruinimal distance between the distinguished points of 
In network the so-caned maximal relations 
are also used but in that case Z,j stands for the maximal allowable distance 
between the distinguished points of activities. We have mentioned these 
types of precedence relations only for the sake of completeness as we extend 
the cost optimization problem to the network where the use of maximal 
relations is not allowed. 
There are given to all activities a lower and higher time bound, the 
crash and the normal duration. Their notations Ui and bi (Ui ::; bi). Let 
be given to the normal duration of all activities a eni normal cost, which 
shows the cost of the activity if its accomplishing duration is hi. Moreover 
there is given a Ci cost factor to all i activities, which shows how much 
the associated cost increases when the duration of an activity is decreased 
by one day. Knowing all this we can determine the so-called crash cost 
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corresponding to crash duration: 
Cri = Cni + ci(bi - ai). 
Further restriction to Ci is that it should not be negative that is: 
All this can be shown on 1. 
cost 
Cr 
C 
Cn 
~--~~-----+~--~~------~ duration of activity 
1, 
The actual activity duration is ri, It must be between the crash and normal 
duration 
'v'(i) E 
Let's denote the beginning of an activity 1I'i5 and the finishing of it by 
1I'iF. As splitting of activities is not allowed 1I'i5 determines 1I'iF and vice 
versa. The following conditions can be noted between activities 
1I'jF - 1I'i5 ~ Zij 
1ijS - 1iiF ~ Zij 
'v'(i,j) E Aand SSZiji 
\..1(' ') Ad'""" v2,) E an J:<J:<Zij; 
'v'(i,j) E Aand SFziji 
'v'(i,j) E Aand FSZij. 
(2a) 
(2b) 
(2c) 
(2d) 
Eliminating the 1iF values by using of 1I'F = 1I'5+r equality and introducing 
the notations ri~ and rL the conditions (2a-d) will change as 1011011/s: 
1i' - 1i' -l- rF - rF > z" J !, J 1 - !J 'v'(i,j) EA 
where 1ii, 1ij are the beginning of the activities, and 
If the (i, j) relation runs into the finish of 
/h activity which means SF or FF relation. 
If the (i, j) relation runs into the beginning of 
j activity which means SS or FS relation. 
(2) 
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If the (i, j) relation runs from the end of 
iih activity which means a FS or FF relation. 
If the (i, j) relation runs from the beginning of 
ith activity which means SS or SF relation. 
DEFINITION: We call a given precedence relation with respect to a given 
activity a finish type relation if the relation runs from or arrives at the end 
of the activity. In case of running in the SF and FF relations will be of 
finish type, in case of running out relations the FS and FF relations will 
be finish type with respect to the given activity. 
Knowing the definition TG can be determined in the following way, 
too. If the relation is a finish type one with respect to the activity then 
Tt = Ti otherwise zero. 
-'J 
Let the beginning of the start activity be zero and the finishing of the 
last activity be p. 
"s = 0, 
"i + Tt = p. 
(3) 
(4) 
On a network w'here T is not fixed but corresponding to (1) can move 
between an upper and a lower time bound, several project durations can 
be available. Evidently, the p project duration Vie want to achieve has to 
be between the acco,mplisflalble minimal and maximal project durations. 
Pmin ::; P ::; pnUlZ' (5) 
Changing the duration of activities even the same P duration time can be 
achieved in sevaral different v"rays. is evident that in case tIle cost 
of the activities different is froIn the total cost and \vill corn=sIl0Jl1d to the 
same duration time. \l"t!e are searching for the cheapest possible solution 
corresponding to a given duration time. v'le can establish the following 
objective function with the help of 1. 
min(L) Cni + (b i - Ti)C;}) 
N 
(6a) 
As Cni and (biCi) are constant the above objective function is equivalent 
to the following: 
(6) 
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Summarizing the point mc:ntioned above, the mathematical model of the 
problem is the following: 
ai < Ti :::; hi 
- 1ti + F 
p ~ 1rj r· - 'IF Zij J 
1rs = 0 
1ri + rt = P 
Prnin :::; P :::;Pmax 
max 
Before we establish the dual 
some ne,,'! notions. 
DEFINITION: We cali a 'Pij flow 
with T'Psnpr"t, 
out of the finish of i, that is 
(F5zij or FFzij) with respect to i. 
DEFINITION: "'We can a 'Pij flow 
'rvith ,"p",.-"pr·'C to i node and denote it 
V (i) EN (1 ) \-
V (i, j) E (2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
'1'))-(1 *\ lv - ~ } 
we shall introduce 
u.ll.,vu.l",.ll an (i,j) arrow a finish type 
if the (i,j) precedence relation runs 
relation is a finish type relation 
through an (i,j) arrow a finish type 
if the (i,j) precedence relation runs 
into the finish of nodei, that is the re.lal:,lOn is a finish relation (5 
or F FZji) vvith to i. 
Let's add to the net'tvvork an preCeaeI1lCe relation runI1ling out 
of t into s activity. Vile denote the set. of arrows t.hus increased wit.h 
This surplus of arrows does not. change the primal problem. 
Now we can establish the following dual problem according to the 
primal problem. 
\JVe are to find in the network a 'Pij the valu.e of which 
is G and which minimizes the objective function: 
mm {pG - )' Zij'Pij + L [Ci - Fillbi - L [Ci - Fdlai, 
A c<F c<F 
F 
vlhere Fi := )' 'PiJ -
j 
Vi E IV and (i,j) EA". 
Thus F; is the sum of the finish type flows running out from activity 
1 decr('ased by the sum of the finish type flows running into node i. 
The following lemma points out the strict connection between the two 
problem. 
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LEMMA : If there exists a 11" and T policy which satisfies the primal, and a 
'Pij flow for the dual, then (1*) ::; (2*), that is 
I>iTi ::; pe - L Zij'Pij + L [Ci - F;Jbi - L [Ci - F;Jai 
N A c>F c<F 
A* A* 
and equality holds if and only if the following are satisfied: 
if 11"" - 1r" + TF - TF > Z,")" then It")"" - 0 (1°) ) , , ! T') -
if bi > Ti then Ci ::; Fi (2°) 
if ai < Ti then Ci ~ Fi. (3°) 
PROOF: 
L cm ::; pe - L Zij'Pij + L [Ci - F;J]bi - L [Ci - FiJJai 
N A c>F c<F 
A* A* 
If we replace bi and ai by Ti, the value of the dual objective function 
will definitely decrease. If we can prove that is greater than or equal to the 
primal objective function, the original statement is proved. 
L Ciri ::; pe - L Zij'Pij + L [Ci - Fdri - L [Fi - cdri = 
N A c>F c<F 
AO '0 
= pe - L Zij'Pij + L[Ci Fib = 
.4 A 
=pe- Zij'Pij + 
IV 
utl"tra,cti.ng the value of from both sides then 
ep ~ L Zij'Pij + 
.4. 
ep ~ L Zij'Pij + 
A A 
F 
w"r' -
, )! ! 
A 
j 
} 
AO 
If we replace Zij by 1rj - 1ri + Tt} - Ti~ which is greater than or equal to it, 
the value of the dual objective function will definitely decrease. 
Gp ~ L(1I"j - 1r;)'Pij + L(T/:; - Ti~ )'Pij + L 'P~ri - L 'P~Ti + eTt, 
A A A 
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9p 2: l)1i"j - 1i"£)'Pij + 9rt = 
A 
= L 1i"t'Pit + L 1i"s'Psj + 9 r t = 
A A 
= (p-rt)€J+9rt 
2: 
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With this the m~;Qt,al:!ty of the lemma is oriov,,;d, and eq111iliibrimTI exists if 
and only if surrecting 
then 
then 
'-' 
"nen 
Ke:versl.ntr this, 
= 
P F 
1i"j - "j + rjij - Tiij >Zij 
bi>Ti 
ai<rj 
then 
then 
then 
'Pij = 0 
Ci ::; 
Ci 2: Fi-
These are exactly the equilibrium conditions stated in the lemma. 
important consequence of this theorem will be presented as follows: 
THEOREM: (weak form of equilibrium) 
If there exists a 1i"£ and Tj policy which satisfies the primal problem to a 
given p project duration and a 'Pij flow on the network and also the value 
of the primal objective function (1*) is equal to (2*) the objective function 
of the dual problem, which means (1*)=(2*), then the solutions of both 
problems are optimal. 
PROOF: (in an indirect way) 
Let's denote the value of the primal objective function (1*) by P and that 
of the dual by D. 
Let's assume that P = D, but there exists a P* solution where P* > 
P. In this case P* > P = D, but this is a contradiction according to the 
lemma. 
Let's assume that P = D, but there exists a better dual solution D*, 
where D* < D. In this case D* < D = P but this is a contradiction 
according to the lemma. In this way the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM (duality theorem) 
According to a given P duration time (Pmin ::; P ::; Pb) there is a 1i", T and 
'P policy, where the values of the objective functions are equal, that is 
optimal. (Pb is the project duration calculated with the normal duration 
of the activities.) 
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The proof of the theorem is constructive, that is it gives the algorithm, 
too. 
PROOF: 
As starting trivial solution let 7ri system be the time policy derived from 
ri = bi values and let CPij = 0 on all arrows. 
This is an optimal solution as the values of the primal and dual ob-
jective functions are equal, :z::::: Cibi. The project duration corresponding to 
A 
ri = bi is P = trt + rt. We denote this project duration Pb as we have 
calculated it from the normal duration of activities. 
If we know a 7r, r, and q, optimal system corresponding to any P 
then we can give a p*, 71*, r* and q,*, which satisfies the lemma that is also 
optimal and p* < p. 
This statement says that if there exists an optimal solutiop to a p 
project duration, we can move on to an optimal solution which corresponds 
to a smaller project duration. As we know the optimal solution correspond-
ing to a Pb project duration we can give the optimal solution to all project 
durations, where P < Pb. 
We comprehend this through a two-step construction. 
In the first step we increase cP flow to '1'* so that the duality conditions 
formulated in the lemma continue to be true, that is the solution is still 
optimal. 
In the second step we decrease P project duration in a way that the 
duality conditions remain fulfilled, that is the solution is still optimal. 
First step: 
Let's examine on a certain arrow or on a node which duality conditions can 
be accomplished in what kind or combination? The '+' indicates that the 
duality condition is accomplished, the '-' indicates that it is not. 
Depending on which conditions are on a certain arrow 
or node we can get some information on the 'Pij flow passing through on 
arrows, and some information on Fi passing through on nodes. These tell us 
what the values of CPij and Fi. should be in case the conditions are satisfied. 
This information can be found in the fourth column. We have classed the 
arrows and the nodes in the fifth column (AI - A2), (Nl- N 4) considering 
the CPij and Fi values passing through them. 
Equilibrium conditions Flow Classing Kij Kji 
10 20 30 information of arr. 
+ not defined 'Pij = 0 Al 0 0 
on the 'P. > 0 
') - A2 eN 'Pi) 
arrows 
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1° 2° 3° F Classing Kis iF KiFiS 
information of nodes 
defined + 1:£ 2: Ci NI 00 Fi -Ci 
only + p. - , :::; Ci N2 Ci - Fi 00 
on the + + Fi = Ci N3 0 0 
In the first step the flow has to be increased so that the solution remains 
optimal that is the duality conditions are accomplished to all arrows. If 
we increase the flows in a way that the arrows remain in the same arrow 
classes and the activities remain in the same node classes, the solution will 
be still optimal. 
\i\fith the of data on flows we can the value how much the 
flow on a certain arrow can be increased or decreased.The sixth and sev-
enth columns show the capacities which have come about as a result of 
this kind of argument. In the nodes the Pi values have to be chanced so 
that the equilibrium conditions of the lemma remain valid. The suitable 
modification of the Pi values can be assured by the following technique. 
We cut each node into two and transform it into an arrow. One new 
node represents the beginning of the activity the other the finishing of it. 
We connect these two nodes in both directions by an arrow. 
Let (is,iF) arrow point from the beginning of the activity to the end, 
and (iF, is) arrow vice versa. Let the end type relations corresponding to 
i activity run into/from iF node and the rest of the relations into/from iF 
point. In this case of flows running into iF, not taking in consideration the 
flows going through (iF, is) and (is, iF) arrows. 
On the network thus transformed we can assure by the correct choice 
of the capacities of arrows (is, iF) and (is, iF) that the equilibrium condi-
tions in the lemma corresponding to the values of Fi remain. The correct 
capacities on (i F, is) and (iF, is) arrows are shown in the sixth and seventh 
columns of the table above. The reader can check this easiiy himself. 
Searching for maximal flow on the transformed network with the 
above given capacities we get \IF ij flow. Adding this to the original rpij 
flow, and getting back to the original network the new flow on the arrows 
will be, 
* - '-'(';)') E A* rpij = rpij + \j[ ij v. 
During this step the equilibrium conditions of the lemma will be valid, 
because we have chosen the capacities so that the arrows and the activities 
remain in the same class, 
With this step the aim of which was to increase the flow by keeping 
the duality conditions, we have come to the second step, 
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Second step: 
On the transformed network we are to find a 1ii, rtj' p* < p system corre-
sponding to the increased 'Pij flow where the duality conditions are accom-
plished that is the solution remains optimal. (On the transformed network 
1iis denotes the early start of the activity and 1iiF the early end, that is 
1iiF - 1iiS = rj.) 
In the first step we were looking for a maximal flow. In this case 
there exists an (S, T) cut in the transformed network the arrows of which 
are saturated. In the cut there can be Al type arrows, and N2, N3 type 
activities. In the cut backwards there can be AI, A2 type arrows and NI, 
N3 type nodes. 
To determine the new 1i potentials we give a 0 value. 
The determination of 0 value come about in the following way: 
where 
in case of a~"7"'OWS in the cut: 
OAl 
ON2 
ON3 
.= ruin {~". - -I"'· .J_~I· - ~J. - z·· 
. ---.- J : I) ! !J 
:= min {ri - ai 
:= min {ri -- ai 
V (i,j) E Al 
V (i) E N2 
\..I ('\ R-'" V 'l) E 1'1.) 
(i,j) E (S,T)} 
(is, iB ) E (S,T)} 
(is,i p ) E (S,T)}. 
In case arrows backwards in the cui: 
OAP >0 V(i,j) E (i, j) E (S,T) 
>0 V (i,j) E (i,j) E (S,T) 
ONP = min{b; - 'Ii V (';) ," E NI (is,ip) E (S,T)} 
aN3$ = min{bi - 'Ii V (i) E N3 (is, E (S,T)). 
The 0 value thus 18 then zero. Let the ne\¥ 
potential system on the transformed network be to 
the following: 
if i E 
if i ET. 
Thus p will become = p - 0 and an i activity dura.tion can be determined 
from the following formula: 
'It = ViE N. 
The 0 value had been constructed so that the duality conditions on the 
arrows continue to be accomplished. Arrows and activities transformed 
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into arrows where both nodes fall into S or T set of points, the arrows and 
nodes remain in the same class. 
In the case of relations and activities in the cut the following change 
takes place corresponding to the flow. 
In the case of Al arrow type decreasing of 1rj by bAI value the arrow 
will become A2 type. 
In the case of N2 activity type decreasing of 1riF by bN3 vaiue the 
N2 will become NI with value smaller than this i.t becomes N3 
type.(Suppose that the value of I5N2 comes from this node). 
In the case of aC1~ivitv type decreasing of 1riF by bNa the N3 type 
with value smaner than this it remains i.n its 
class. the value of comes from this 
In the case of relations and activities going backwards in the cut the 
tnli!lYW11Hl' cnanqe takes corresponding to the flow. 
arrow remains when the 1rj potential is changed 
arrow becomes type arrow when the DO'ce!l-
tial any b A2* > 0 value. This means that the so far critical relation with 
respect to the activity 1.i\Till no longer be critical. 
Thus can be greater than zero only if there is a critical path 
leading to activity j. As there is only flow along critical paths (where IO 
is satisfied) and (j, i) relation got into the cut in a way that Fi - Ci value 
flew backwards on it, this assumes that there are critical paths leading to j 
node which go through nodes other than node i. This automatism assures 
that by b value optional large the relation stili satisfies the duality 
conditions. 
In the case of NI type nodes if we decrease the 1riS value by bN). 
the activity becomes N2 type, if we decrease it by a smaller value it will 
become N3 type. (Suppose that the value of b NI" comes from this node). 
In the case of N3 type nodes if we decrease the 1riS value by bN3" the 
activity becomes N2 type, if we decrease it by a smaller value it will remain 
in its own class. (Suppose that the value of DNa- comes from this node). 
These changes in types correspond to the flows and by chosing the 
smallest of theese we assure that all the changes satisfy the duality condi-
tions. 
Thus we completed step two. 
After all this we have to go back to step one and increase the flow again and 
than in the second step p project duration can be decreased. These steps 
must be alternately repeated until we reach the project duration wanted 
or the flow becomes infinitely great. In this case there exists an s -+ t path 
along which all the capacities are infinite. This means that arrows on this 
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path determine the beginning and the end of the activities, so this is the 
longest, so the critical path. The nodes on this path can be of classes NI, 
N4, or N2. The duration of the activity in class NI, which is ai, can not be 
further decreased. In the case of activities in class N 4 the normal and crash 
duration are equal ai = b; so this activity can not be decreased either. In 
the case of activities in class N2 the duration of the activity is bi so it can 
be decreased, but with this the project duration would increase, because 
the activity is reversed critical. The length of the critical path can not be 
further decreased in case of infinite flows. The importance of this reflection, 
that the algorithm comes to an end if the flow is infinitely great, is quite 
great because in the case of Precedence Diagramming Method Pmin cannot 
be calculated from the crash times, which means that Pmin "# pa. It can 
happen that the two values are the same but the opposite can happen, too. 
This algorithm gives us the Pm in project duration on the network two. 
This was also an unsolved problem so far. 
Thus the theorem is constructively proved. 
An important consequence of the theorem is presented hereby. 
THEOREM: (strong equilibrium) 
If there exists an optimal (P) primal solution and an optimal dual solution 
(D) then their values are equal. 
PROOF: According the duality theorem there exists a maximal primal 
solution (P*) and a minimal dual solution (D=) which are optimal that 
is (P*) = (D*). As (P) and (D) are also optimal so (P) = (P) and 
(D*) = (D), but then (P) = (D). 
3. A ::::;a,mple Problem to Delllonstrate the 
of act. 2 3 4 
b 4 5 6 10 
a 3 2 4 
i 
C 3 3 2 
Fig. 2. 
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On the given diagram (Fig. 2) we can see a network. In the table the normal 
and crash time values are given. There are also given the cost factors (Ci) 
corresponding to the activities. The relations between the activities are 
shown on the arrows. The small digits in the nodes indicate the codes of 
the activities. 
We want to find the optimal solution corresponding to Pmin. 
Step O. 
The calculation of Pb project duration corresponding to the normal activity 
duration. 
It is enough to calculate the earliest start of the activities. 
The "; values stand for the earliest start of the activities. The earliest 
finish of activities comes from "iF = "; + Ti· 
Activity 1 234 
o 6 2 6 
Pb = "IF = "t + Tt = 6 + 10 = 16. 
To start with let's take the time values Ti = b; and" policy calculated from 
them and CPij = 0 now. This is the optimal solution corresponding to Pb 
project duration as the values of the primal and dual objective functions 
are the same. 
Step 1 (increasing the flows) 
Table 1 
precedence relations 
from ( i) 1 1 2 2 3 
act ivity code 1 2 3 4 to (j) 2 3 3 4 4 
classing of nodes classing of 
NI-N4 2 2 2 2 arrows AI-A2 2 2 1 2 1 
old Fi values 0 0 0 0 old flow 'Pij 0 0 0 0 0 
capacity KisiF 3 3 2 1 capacity "-ij 00 00 0 00 0 
KiFiS 00 00 00 00 "- ji 0 0 0 0 0 
max flow >¥ ij 0 1 0 0 1 
F,' = Fi+>¥ij 0 0 -1 , 'Pi} = 'Pij + >¥ ij 0 1 0 0 1 1 
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Step 2 (decreasing 11" i, 1"i, p). 
Tabie 2 
arrows from 2 45 
in the cut to 4 4F 
8 values 2 6 
{j min 2 
code of activity 1 2 3 4 
earliest start 0 6 2 6 
earliest finish 4 11 0 14 0 
act.dur.T; = ";F - ,,;s 4 .5 6 8 
The new project duration p = 14. 
The costs have increased by 2 units that is by 1 money unit per time 
.... 
unlL. 
Step 1'* (increasing the flows) 
Table :3 
I I 
precedence relations 
from (i) 
1 
1 I 2 2 3 
activity code I 1 2 3 4 to (j) 2 3 3 4 4 
classing of nodes classing of 
NI-N4 2 2 2 3 arrows Al- A2 2 2 I 2 2 
old. Fi values 0 0 -1 1 old now 'Pij 0 1 0 0 1 , 
capacity t\.isiF 3 3 3 0 capacity K.ij I: co 0 00 co KiF is co co co 0 Kji 1 0 0 1 
1 
max flow 'If ij I 3 0 0 3 0 
F;*=Fi+'Ifij 3 3 -1 1 <.pi} = 'Pij + 'If;j I 3 1 0 3 1 
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Step 2* (decreasing 1l'i, 1"'£, p) 
Table 4: 
The new project duration p = 11. 
The costs have increased 12 money units that is 4 cost unit per 
.{;." ",J. i.Jlme unl(,. 
Step (increasing the flows) 
Table 5 
I precedence relations 
4\ 
from ( i) I~ 1 2 2 3 activity code 1 2 3 to (j) 3 3 4 4 
classing of nodes classing of 
NI-N4 1 2 2 3 arrows Al A2 2 2 1 2 2 
old Fi values 3 3 -1 1 old flows 'Pij I 3 1 0 3 1 
capacity KisiF 00 0 3 0 capacity Kij 00 00 0 00 0 
KiFiS 0 00 00 0 Kji 3 1 0 3 1 
max flow 0 0 0 0 0 
new Fi flow Ft 3 3 -1 1 new flow 'Pij 3 1 0 3 1 
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Step ft* (decreasing 11";, 'i;,p) 
Table 6 
arrows from· 25 45 
in the cut to 2F 4F 
{; values 2 1 
{; min 1 
code of activity 1 2 3 4 
earliest start 0 3 2 6 
earliest finish 1 i 8 10 
act.dur.rj = 1iiF - 1iis 1 4 6 4 
The new project duration p = 10. 
The costs have increased by 4 units, that is 4 cost units per time unit 
compared to the previous project duration. 
Step 1*** (increasing of flow) 
Table '1' 
precedence relations 
from ( i) 1 1 2 2 3 
activity code 1 2 3 4 to (j) 2 3 3 4 4 
classing of nodes 
I 
classing of 
N1-N4 1 3 2 1 arrows A1-A2 2 2 1 2 2 
old Fi values I 3 3 -1 1 old flows '-Pij 1 3 1 0 3 1 
capacity co 0 3 : I capacity I 0 0 n..lSZ F Kij cc co 00 
KiF is 0 0 co Kj:· 3 1 0 3 1 
I max flow 'P ij 0 00 0 0 00 
Ft = Fi + 'Pij 'Pi- = 'Pij + iJ! ij 3 00 0 3 00 
There exists a P(ss -t tF) path leading from the beginning of the 
start node into the finishing of the terminal node, along which the flow can 
be increased by an infinitely great value. This means that on the given 
network we cannot achieve a project duration smaller then p = 10. This 
project duration is smaller in fact than the project duration calculated from 
the crash times, the value of which pa = 14 time units. 
Thus we have solved the problem. 
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To end our paper we must mention that the maximal available project 
duration is not equal to the project duration calculated from the normal 
times. In this present problem if we consider the third activity with its 
crash time and all the rest with their normal time we shall get the max-
imal project duration. The value of this pmax = 20. As the basis if 
the algorithm is that it oves from a trivial optimal solution to an another 
optimal solution corresponds to a smaller project duration, and we only 
now the optimal solution corresponding to Pb, we can not give the optimal 
solution corresponding to a greater or pmax project duration. 
This has only theoretical importance in fact, as the solution with the 
smallest cost belongs to the time policy calculated from the normal times. 
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